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• Most theories of solar system evolution
assume that these planetary “twins”
formed nearby in the solar nebula

• Similar size, mass, and solar distance
• Shared common initial inventories of

refractory and volatile constituents

• If so, they followed dramatically different
evolutionary paths.

• Earth evolved into the only known
oasis for life

• Venus developed an almost
unimaginably hostile environment

• Massive (90-bar) CO2 atmosphere
• Hellish (730 K) surface temperature
• Global cloud deck composed of

sulfuric acid (H2SO4) particles

Venus and Earth: An Unlikely PairVenus and Earth: An Unlikely Pair
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The Terrestrial GreenhouseThe Terrestrial Greenhouse

The primary radiative balance on Earth
• Solar energy (global average 342 W/m2)

– ~102 W/m2 reflected to space
– 142 to 157 W/m2 deposited at surface
– Transported to the tropopause by:

• Moist convection
• Thermal radiative transfer

• Thermal emission occurs primarily though
“atmospheric windows”

– Greenhouse gases (H2O, CO2, O3, CH4,
N2O) trap heat by obscuring the
atmospheric windows

• Clouds primarily scatter radiation at solar
wavelengths, but are strongly absorbing
(black bodies) in the IR

– High clouds cause net warming
– Low clouds cause net cooling
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Venus Greenhouse EffectVenus Greenhouse Effect

• Although Venus receives almost twice as much solar
radiation as Earth

– Its clouds reflect ~76% of the incident radiation
– Total available radiation is ~170 W/m2

• About half of the absorbed solar flux is deposited within
or above the cloud tops (~65 km)

– Visible absorption by the unknown UV absorber,
– Near IR absorption by the H2SO4 clouds and CO2

• Only ~2.6% of the solar flux incident at the top of the
atmosphere reaches the surface

– Solar flux at the surface is ~17 W/m2 (global avg.)

• Surface temperature of ~730 K maintained by an
efficient atmospheric greenhouse mechanism

– Net downward thermal flux at surface ~15,000 W/m2

– There are no true atmospheric windows at IR
wavelengths > 3 µm
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Latitude Distribution of ReflectedLatitude Distribution of Reflected
solar and Emitted Thermal Fluxsolar and Emitted Thermal Flux

• There are large differences in the
latitude distribution of the reflected
solar and emitted thermal fluxes from
Earth and Venus

• The reflected solar flux decreases
strongly with latitude on both planets

– Somewhat more strongly for Earth
• High albedo polar caps
• Increased reflectance from

oceans

• For Venus, there is little latitude
variation in thermal emission from the
nearly isothermal cloud tops

– Dynamical processes transport more
heat from the equator to the poles
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Atmospheric Structure and CloudsAtmospheric Structure and Clouds
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• The H2SO4 clouds reflect ~76% of the incident solar radiation and absorb
almost 50% of the solar flux deposited on Venus

• The clouds also add significant thermal opacity at λ > 3 µm
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• CO2 and other absorbing gases (SO2, H2O, CO) largely preclude emission
from the surface of Venus throughout the infrared

• Even Rayliegh scattering is a significant source of extinction within the lower
atmosphere, below the cloud base

Gas Absorption in the VenusGas Absorption in the Venus
AtmosphereAtmosphere
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Trace GasesTrace Gases
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• Trace gases (principally SO2, H2O, CO, and OCS) reinforce the greenhouse
provide opacity between the strong CO2 absorption bands.

• There are still large uncertainties in the trace gas mixing ratios below the clouds
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Trace Gas Measurement NeedsTrace Gas Measurement Needs

• Major Trace Gases: SO2,OCS,H2S,H2O,CO, N2
– Accuracy needed: smaller of ±1 ppmv or ±10%
– ¼ scale height resolution between surface and

cloud tops
– critical species for sulfur geochemical cycle

• Reactive Gases: HCl, HF, H2, SO3, OH
– ±10% above 1 ppmv
– ±25% below 1 ppmv
– 1 km resolution for H2, SO3
– 5 km resolution for HCl, HF

• Remote sensing observations at near IR
wavelengths are useful but

– Provide no useful constraints on trace gases
other than H2O in the lowest scale height

• In situ measurements are essential
– Characterize the vertical distribution of trace

gases within the clouds
– Estimate the mixing ratios of oxygen, nitrogen,

and sulfur gases near the surface
(surface/atmosphere interactions)
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Greenhouse ModelsGreenhouse Models

A typical 1-dimensional Venus
greenhouse model provides a globally-
averaged description of the planet’s
surface temperature and atmospheric
thermal structure

– Includes all physical processes that
transport of heat and volatiles throughout
the atmospheric column

• Radiative heating and cooling rates
• Vertical convective heat and volatile

transport
• Diffusive heat transport

(surface/upper atmosphere)
• Latent heat transport/cloud processes

– Equilibrium climate derived by solving the
vertical heat/volatile transport equation as
an initial value problem, starting from an
assumed state
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Solar heating of the Cloud TopsSolar heating of the Cloud Tops

• Because most of the solar energy is
deposited within the upper cloud, the
heating rates within the upper cloud are
sensitive to:

– Variations in the vertical structure of the
cloud tops

– Uncertainties in the vertical distribution of
the unknown UV absorber within the upper
cloud

Sensitivity of solar heating
to UV absorber variations

Sensitivity of solar heating
rates to cloud top structure
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Sensitivity to Middle and LowerSensitivity to Middle and Lower
Cloud Optical DepthsCloud Optical Depths

Spatial variations in the Middle and Lower Cloud Decks associated with
the Near-IR features produce larger variations in the thermal cooling
than in the solar heating rates.
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Net Effects of CloudsNet Effects of Clouds

• The net radiative heating rates associated with the Near-IR cloud
contrasts are subtle (~1 K/Earth-day)

• May account for the thermal variations at those levels seen by the
VEGA balloons.
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Summary of MeasurementsSummary of Measurements
Needed for Venus GreenhouseNeeded for Venus Greenhouse

• Vertical temperature profile
– The only reliable(?) data below 12 km

is from Vega 2 (1985)
• Is this profile representative?
• What is the deep atmosphere

temperature profile poleward of 60o?

• Trace gas distributions below the clouds
– H2O, SO2, CO, OCS, etc

• Clouds distribution and optical properties
– What is the UV Absorber?
– What are the Mode-3 particles
– What is the lower haze?

• Spectrally-dependent radiation field
measurements (Solar/Thermal)
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Common GreenhouseCommon Greenhouse
Processes on Venus and EarthProcesses on Venus and Earth

• Several greenhouse processes that contribute to the Earth's
climate are much more effective, and easier to study in the
atmosphere of Venus.

– Gas absorption by weak absorption lines, the far wings of strong
lines, and pressure-induced absorption are essential components of
the Venus greenhouse.

– These factors also produce measurable changes in the Earth's
atmosphere, but are much more difficult to study there.

– Aerosol scattering and absorption also produce a much larger
radiative forcing of the climate within the main Venus cloud deck,
where they play a critical role in the Venus greenhouse.

– Preliminary studies of these clouds provided the theoretical basis for
studies of the effects of volcanic aerosols emitted by the Mount St.
Helens, Chichon, and Pinatubo eruptions on the Earth's climate.

• Studies of the impacts of these radiative processes on Venus
have also provided many of the tools currently being used to gain
greater insight into the early climates of Earth and Mars.


